Transnational meeting
Leonardo project World Wide Women
13th – 15th September 2012

Welcome in Bucharest!

Bucharest (Romanian: București) is the capital city and the commercial centre of Romania. It is
located in the southeast of the country and lies on the banks of the Dâmboviţa River. The city was
first mentioned in 1459 and became the capital of Romania in 1862. Since then, it has gone through a
variety of changes and has become the centre of the Romanian mass media, cultural and arts scene.
Its eclectic architecture, which is a mix of historical, Ceausescu‐era and modern, also reflects the
city's varied history. In the period between the two World Wars, the city's elegant architecture and
the sophistication of its elite gave Bucharest the nickname of the "Paris of the East" or "Little Paris".
Although much of the historic centre was damaged or destroyed by war, earthquakes and Nicolae
Ceausescu's program of systematization, much survived, and in our days the city is experiencing an
economic and cultural boom.

For more information see you www.bucuresti.ro or http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bucharest

Wednesday 12th September 2012
Arrival of foreign partners
Participants list
Institute

Participant

Arrival

Departure

API Napoli

LOFFREDO Michele

11. Sept

13. Sept

API Napoli

MICILLO Giuseppe

11. Sept

13. Sept

EB Zürich

MÜLLER‐KÄHLIN Eva

12. Sept

15. Sept

EB Zürich

RITTER Felix

12. Sept

15. Sept

ECAP Foundation

BOZZOLINI Guglielmo

12. Sept

15. Sept

ECAP Foundation

TEDESCO Giuliana

12. Sept

15. Sept

IFES

BENAVENTE TENDILLO Fernando 12. Sept

15. Sept

IFES

GONZALES Javier

12. Sept.

15. Sept

EURORESO

GARTNER Karl Viktor

12. Sept

15. Sept.

K5 ‐ BaslerKurszentrum

FRANK Oliver

11. Sept

15. Sept

K5 – BaslerKurszentrum

WAWRINKA Gabriela

12. Sept

15. Sept

SIlabo

RINALDI Vittorio

12. Sept

16. Sept

external expert

D’ANGELO Giuseppe

13. Sept.

16. Sept

19.30

Dinner (meeting in the hotel lobby)
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Thursday 13th September2012
8.45
9.15
9.30
9.40
9.55
10.00
10.10
11.00
11.30
12.30
14.00
15.00
15.30
16.00
17.00
20.00

1

Transfer to the university by taxi
Participants reception
Meeting opening (G. Tedesco)
Presentation of organisational aspects and information about POLITEHNICA
University of Bucharest (T. Savu, A. Dumitrescu)
Short presentation of API Napoli
WWW: state of art (G. Tedesco)
Products of WP4: flyer, website of pilot course, DD&P1 (Swiss partners) and
discussion
Coffee break
Continuation of the discussion
Lunch break
Products of WP6: flyer and website of the project (V. Rinaldi). Discussion
about the translation in the all languages of the partnership
Coffee break
Preparation of the intermediate report of the project (deadline: 30th October
2012)
Financial aspects
End of the work
Visit of the City
Dinner

DD&P: Didactic, Design &Planning
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Friday 14th September 2012
8.45
9.15
9.30
10.00
10.20
11.00
11.30
11.50
12.30
14.00
14.30
15.15
15.45
17.30
19.30

Transfer to the University by taxi
Presentation of WP2 (G. Bozzolini)
Discussion
Presentation of the e‐learning platform (SIlabo)
Discussion
Coffee break
Presentation of the e‐stage platform (SIlabo)
Discussion
Lunch break
Design of e‐learning objects: e‐editing and e‐authoring (Tom Savu)
Discussion
Coffee break
Organization of work for the development of e‐learning objects www ‐
Discussion
End of the meeting
Dinner
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General information
Accommodation
All the guests will stay at

STARLIGHT SUITES HOTEL BUCHAREST
89‐97 Grigore Alexandrescu St.

http://www.starlighthotels.com/en/hotel/bucharest.html

Transfer
Airport ‐ Hotel
You will land at Henri Coanda (Otopeni) Airport. There are three possible types of transfer to
the city, but we strongly recommend you to use the taxi. The other types of transfer are
safe, but very uncomfortable.
The taxi station is just outside the airport terminal – 3 steps from the exit door. Use only the
official taxis that are waiting near the door. Now there are more than one legal taxi
companies from the airport to the city. The cost‐per‐km has to be written on the car’s side.
Pay attention to this, because each company has its own cost and there are differences.
A normal transfer cost from the airport to the hotel is around 30 Euro.
Please remember the name of the hotel (Starlight) and address (89‐97 Grigore Alexandrescu
Street).
Hotel – University
The Romanian partners will instruct the hotel staff about the taxi transfer.
Anyway, the meeting venue is POLITEHNICA University of Bucharest (313 Splaiul
Independentei) – Dr. Kocher Centre.

Currency
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The Romanian national currency: 1 LEU, plural LEI. Sometimes, it is written RON (Romanian
New Leu).
The Romanian banknotes are made from plastic.
The National Bank's exchange rate is somewhere between
4.5 – 4.7 LEI / EURO
3.7 – 3.9 LEI / CHF
For an optimum rate, change your currency in the banks, not in exchange offices. In the
banks you will receive with 1 – 2 % less LEI than the National Bank's exchange rate.
Do not exchange money in the airport. You can loose as more as 10 % if changing on the
airport. Near the exit doors of the airport terminal are located ATMs from which you can
withdraw LEI with your credit/debit card. They belong to trusted banks.

Costs
The hotel will cost about 70 euro / night (single).
A dinner can cost up 25 euro / person.

Weather
Usually, in September, the temperatures are:
30° C during day
10° C during night
Because now it is very hot and dry, it is likely that this September the temperature will rise
to 35° C.
Usually, the September is not rainy, but showers can occur.

Dinners
The Romanian partners will meet their guests in the hotel lobby for dinners (12th, 13th, 14th
September).
All the restaurants will be at a walking distance from hotel.
Because the restaurant market in Bucharest is dynamic, the list of restaurants will be
indicated prior to the meeting.

Contact persons
Giuliana TEDESCO, gtedesco@ecap.ch, mobile +(41) 79 829 57 66
Tom SAVU
+(40) 724 892 180
Andrei DUMITRESCU +(40) 721 143 725
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